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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Ovarian cancer is the 5^th^ leading cause of cancer deaths in women \[[@pone.0222828.ref001]\]. Most patients present with clinical symptoms at an advanced stage \[[@pone.0222828.ref002]\], when the disease has already spread within the peritoneal cavity \[[@pone.0222828.ref003]\]. The prognosis for affected patients is poor. Five-year relative survival rates for American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) Stage IIIC and IV epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC)--the most common type of ovarian cancer--are 41% and 19%, respectively \[[@pone.0222828.ref004]\].

Treatment for advanced EOC typically includes both cytoreductive surgery and chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref005]\]. The decision to undergo primary cytoreductive surgery (PCS) followed by chemotherapy, or neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) followed by interval cytoreductive surgery (ICS) and post-operative chemotherapy, is driven by the anticipated cytoreductive outcome at primary surgery and the patient's risk for surgical morbidity \[[@pone.0222828.ref006]\]. Depending on the treatment selected (PCS vs. NACT+ICS) and the degree of cytoreduction achieved at surgery, patients are eligible for specific chemotherapy regimens that have been shown to improve survival.

Randomized control trials (RCTs) have shown that after complete or optimal cytoreduction at PCS, intraperitoneal (IP) + intravenous (IV) chemotherapy lengthens progression-free and overall survival (OS) compared to treatment with standard IV chemotherapy (carboplatin/cisplatin and paclitaxel) \[[@pone.0222828.ref007], [@pone.0222828.ref008]\]. In patients at elevated risk of progression after PCS (i.e., suboptimally cytoreduced), use of bevacizumab in addition to standard IV chemotherapy has been shown to improve OS \[[@pone.0222828.ref009]--[@pone.0222828.ref011]\]. In patients who receive NACT, hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC)--administered intraoperatively at ICS after complete or optimal cytoreduction--combined with post-operative IV chemotherapy, has been shown to lengthen recurrence-free and OS compared to standard post-operative IV chemotherapy alone \[[@pone.0222828.ref012]\]. While published evidence points to the potential effectiveness of these treatments, they are not currently used for all eligible patients \[[@pone.0222828.ref013]--[@pone.0222828.ref015]\].

In this study, we evaluated the potential life expectancy (LE) benefits of optimized implementation of standard, IP, bevacizumab, and HIPEC chemotherapy in a population of women with stage IIIC EOC. To accomplish this, we utilized a previously-developed microsimulation model for ovarian cancer treatment \[[@pone.0222828.ref016]\] and assigned simulated patients to the most effective treatment regimen, according to the literature, defined by whether they were initially triaged to NACT+ICS or PCS, and the level of cytoreduction achieved at surgery \[[@pone.0222828.ref006]--[@pone.0222828.ref008], [@pone.0222828.ref012], [@pone.0222828.ref017], [@pone.0222828.ref018]\]. Our purpose was to project the maximum LE gains that could be achieved in women with stage IIIC epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) if the implementation of available chemotherapy regimens could be optimized.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

We modified a previously described microsimulation model for ovarian cancer treatment \[[@pone.0222828.ref016]\] to study LE benefits associated with the optimized implementation of available chemotherapy regimens in stage IIIC EOC. The model was developed using TreeAge Pro Version 2017 (TreeAge Software, Williamstown, MA). The "survival" package in R version 3.4.3 was used for statistical analyses. Development of the model involved use of de-identified data from the National Cancer Database (described below); such data was used under approval from the Partners Healthcare Human Research Committee through an Institutional Review Board exemption. Additional inputs used for the model and analysis were all extracted from publicly available, de-identified data or published data.

Overview of the model and analysis {#sec007}
----------------------------------

Using the model, we compared outcomes from "optimized implementation" vs. "current practice" strategies. The "optimized implementation" strategy was recognized to be hypothetical and actively evolving. Specifically, in real-world settings, some patients are ineligible for a given chemotherapy option for reasons that cannot be changed, e.g. comorbidities. Moreover, data that inform OS associated with certain therapies in our analysis are still new (e.g., HIPEC) \[[@pone.0222828.ref012]\]. Other promising therapies are too new to be included (e.g., poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors); associated OS benefits have not yet been reported \[[@pone.0222828.ref019]\]. Nevertheless, our use of a microsimulation model allowed us to estimate a current, upper limit on LE benefits that could be achieved using existing chemotherapy options \[[@pone.0222828.ref007]--[@pone.0222828.ref010], [@pone.0222828.ref012]\]. In conducting this analysis, we sought to provide insight into the combined impact of current chemotherapy options, at the population level, when their implementation is optimized. We expect such information to be complementary to that gained from treatment-specific RCTs.

To project the associated LE for each strategy of interest, we modified a previously-defined standard-of-care treatment strategy within our original model \[[@pone.0222828.ref016]\]. In the standard-of-care strategy, patients were triaged to PCS vs. NACT+ICS based on current clinical practice, as estimated from the National Cancer Database (NCDB), which includes 70% of incident cancer cases in the US \[[@pone.0222828.ref020]\]. Other model parameter estimates were obtained from the NCDB \[[@pone.0222828.ref020]\], Centers for Disease Control and Prevention lifetables \[[@pone.0222828.ref021]\] and published literature \[[@pone.0222828.ref008], [@pone.0222828.ref010], [@pone.0222828.ref012], [@pone.0222828.ref014], [@pone.0222828.ref022]--[@pone.0222828.ref026]\]. Modifications to the original model are described below.

Constructing the model to enable analysis by chemotherapy pursued {#sec008}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig 1](#pone.0222828.g001){ref-type="fig"} depicts chemotherapy assignments for the two principal strategies of interest in our current study: "optimized implementation" vs. "current practice." We assumed newly-diagnosed stage IIIC EOC patients entered the model at age 63, the median age of this patient cohort \[[@pone.0222828.ref020]\], and underwent PCS (74.5%) or NACT+ICS (25.5%) \[[@pone.0222828.ref016], [@pone.0222828.ref020]\].

![Simplified schematic of "current practice" and "optimized implementation" strategies.\
Chemotherapy is specified for each strategy according to treatment pursued and cytoreduction status. Probability estimates are further described in the Methods \[[@pone.0222828.ref014], [@pone.0222828.ref020], [@pone.0222828.ref026]\].](pone.0222828.g001){#pone.0222828.g001}

For patients triaged to PCS, three post-operative chemotherapy regimens were possible: standard IV chemotherapy; IP+IV chemotherapy; or bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy. IP+IV chemotherapy was reserved for patients who were completely (no visible disease) or optimally (visible disease \<1 cm in diameter) cytoreduced \[[@pone.0222828.ref006]\]. Bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy was reserved for PCS patients who were suboptimally cytoreduced \[[@pone.0222828.ref009], [@pone.0222828.ref010], [@pone.0222828.ref011], [@pone.0222828.ref027]\]. Standard IV, IP+IV, and bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy utilization were incorporated in the model's "current practice" strategy at currently observed rates ([Fig 1](#pone.0222828.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#pone.0222828.t001){ref-type="table"}) \[[@pone.0222828.ref014], [@pone.0222828.ref026]\]. The survival benefit of IP+IV chemotherapy was obtained from an RCT \[[@pone.0222828.ref008]\]. The survival benefit of bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy was obtained from a meta-analysis combining the results of two RCTs \[[@pone.0222828.ref010]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0222828.t001

###### Treatment probabilities for each analyzed chemotherapy strategy.

![](pone.0222828.t001){#pone.0222828.t001g}

                                          PCS Patients                               NACT + ICS Patients                                                              
  --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ --------------------- ----------------------------------------- ---- ----- ----- -----
  Current Practice (Comparison Group)     41[^a^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   59                    4[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   96   0     100   100
  Optimized Implementation                100                                        0                     100                                       0    100   0     100
  Optimized IP+IV Chemotherapy            100                                        0                     4[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   96   0     100   100
  Optimized Bevacizumab+IV Chemotherapy   41[^a^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   59                    100                                       0    0     100   100
  Optimized HIPEC                         41[^a^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   59                    4[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   96   100   0     100

PCS: primary cytoreductive surgery, HIPEC: hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy, IP: intraperitoneal, NACT + ICS: neoadjuvant chemotherapy + interval cytoreductive surgery, IV: intravenous.

^a^ From Wright, AA et al.\[[@pone.0222828.ref026]\]

^b^ From Wright, JD et al.\[[@pone.0222828.ref014]\]

In some practices, dose-dense chemotherapy--defined by three doses of paclitaxel per cycle (80 mg/m^2^-1hr infusion), compared to one dose per cycle (180 mg/m^2^-3hr infusion) in standard IV chemotherapy--has also been used after a Japanese RCT demonstrated increased progression-free and OS when administered after PCS \[[@pone.0222828.ref023], [@pone.0222828.ref028]\]. However, recent US and European studies have not confirmed a survival benefit \[[@pone.0222828.ref017], [@pone.0222828.ref018]\]. As such, we assumed no survival benefit for having received dose-dense chemotherapy instead of standard IV chemotherapy. In sensitivity analysis, we explored outcomes consequent to an assumed benefit of dose-dense (over standard IV) chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref023]\].

For patients triaged to NACT+ICS, intraoperative HIPEC was a treatment option for patients who were completely or optimally cytoreduced at ICS. The survival benefit of HIPEC was obtained from an RCT \[[@pone.0222828.ref012]\]. HIPEC is not standard clinical practice, and therefore was not incorporated in the "current practice" strategy. Because HIPEC has been limited to NACT+ICS patients, and high-quality evidence is available only for this population \[[@pone.0222828.ref012]\], we did not include it as an option for patients triaged to PCS.

Modeling treatment failures and survival {#sec009}
----------------------------------------

We modeled treatment failures and OS as described previously \[[@pone.0222828.ref016]\]. In brief, patients' risk of death--whether due to stage IIIC EOC or other causes--was a function of treatment received (PCS vs. NACT+ICS), cytoreductive outcome, and receipt of full vs. partial treatment (e.g. chemotherapy completion after PCS, or ICS completion after NACT) \[[@pone.0222828.ref016]\]. Survival models were constructed using NCDB data for patients diagnosed with stage IIIC EOC and hazard ratios corresponding to OS estimates from published RCTs \[[@pone.0222828.ref008], [@pone.0222828.ref010], [@pone.0222828.ref012], [@pone.0222828.ref020], [@pone.0222828.ref023], [@pone.0222828.ref025]\]. After generating a reference survival curve using NCDB data for women who received NACT+ICS and achieved complete cytoreduction at ICS, we applied multiplicative, proportional hazards assumptions to adjust this curve for different treatments and cytoreductive outcomes. Hazard ratios for each chemotherapy are included in [Table 2](#pone.0222828.t002){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0222828.t002

###### Survival benefits of specific chemotherapy options: Hazard ratios and sensitivity analysis results.

![](pone.0222828.t002){#pone.0222828.t002g}

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Parameter                                                                   Base-case value[^a^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Sensitivity analysis range                         Reference                    Life expectancy gain (months):\   Life expectancy gain (months):\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      low survival benefit              high survival benefit
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  IV chemotherapy (HR)                                                        1                                                       Not varied                                         ---                          ---                               ---

  IP chemotherapy (HR)                                                        0.75                                                    0.59--0.97                                         \[[@pone.0222828.ref008]\]   5.6                               19.1

  Bevacizumab (HR)                                                            0.85                                                    0.74--0.96[^b^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   \[[@pone.0222828.ref010]\]   11.8                              12.6

  HIPEC (HR)                                                                  0.67                                                    0.48--0.94                                         \[[@pone.0222828.ref012]\]   8.2                               16.8

  Time (in years) after diagnosis at which patients are assumed to be cured   12 (years)                                              8--16                                              \[[@pone.0222828.ref029]\]   10.6                              14.6
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^Base-case values are reported as hazard ratios for overall survival compared to standard IV chemotherapy unless otherwise specified.

^b^HR = 1 (no effect of bevacizumab) was also evaluated; see "Sensitivity Analysis" subsection of Methods and Results for further details.

HIPEC: hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy, IP: intraperitoneal chemotherapy, HR: hazard ratio.

According to estimates elicited from the NCDB (2011--2014) \[[@pone.0222828.ref020]\], 90.7% of stage IIIC EOC patients triaged to PCS and 82.1% of patients triaged to NACT continued to adjuvant chemotherapy or ICS, respectively. After PCS or ICS, patients were subject to 90-day surgical mortality (4.0% and 2.3%, respectively) \[[@pone.0222828.ref020]\]. Patients were considered cured of their disease if they survived 12 years after diagnosis \[[@pone.0222828.ref029]\]. Once a patient was cured, they were exposed to only age-specific all-cause mortality \[[@pone.0222828.ref021]\].

Analyzing the model {#sec010}
-------------------

Optimized chemotherapy implementation--and additional scenarios of chemotherapy selection--are described below. Using a one-month cycle length and a lifetime horizon, we predicted the mean LE and median survival among a simulated cohort of women with newly diagnosed stage IIIC EOC, under assumptions of different chemotherapy strategies. A more comprehensive description of the model and its parameters are in the published article and its online supplemental materials \[[@pone.0222828.ref016]\].

Primary analyses {#sec011}
----------------

We compared several hypothetical, population-level treatment strategies to current clinical practice. Descriptions of each strategy and corresponding model inputs can be found below and in [Table 1](#pone.0222828.t001){ref-type="table"}.

First, we compared "current practice" to "optimized implementation" ([Fig 1](#pone.0222828.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the "current practice" strategy, after PCS, we assumed that 41% of eligible (i.e., completely or optimally cytoreduced) patients received IP+IV chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref026]\]. This estimate of 41% was derived from a multicenter study of National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) centers \[[@pone.0222828.ref026]\]; therefore, it may represent an overestimate when applied to the general population. In a sensitivity analysis, we evaluated the effects of varying this parameter, as further described below. Patients who were eligible but did not receive IP+IV chemotherapy received standard IV chemotherapy. Ineligible (i.e., suboptimally cytoreduced) patients received either bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy (4%) or standard IV chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref014]\]. After NACT and ICS, all patients received standard IV chemotherapy.

In the "optimized implementation" strategy, after PCS, all eligible patients (completely or optimally cytoreduced) received IP+IV chemotherapy. The remaining PCS patients (suboptimally cytoreduced) received bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy. All eligible NACT+ICS patients (completely or optimally cytoreduced at ICS) received HIPEC+IV chemotherapy.

Next, we evaluated three strategies in which we isolated each component of optimized chemotherapy implementation. In the "optimized IP+IV chemotherapy" strategy, we assumed all individuals who were completely or optimally cytoreduced at PCS received IP+IV chemotherapy. In the "optimized bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy" strategy, we assumed that after PCS, all suboptimally reduced patients received bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy. In the "optimized HIPEC" strategy, we assumed that after ICS, all completely or optimally cytoreduced NACT+ICS patients received HIPEC+IV chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref012]\]. In each of these three strategies, other than the specified assumption, chemotherapy receipt was identical to the "current practice" strategy.

Primary outcome measures, per strategy, were median survival and LE. LE was calculated by taking the average length of survival, in months, among simulated patients; median survival represented the median number of months alive among simulated patients. LE gains and improvements in median survival for "optimized" strategies were calculated by comparing with the "current practice" strategy.

Sensitivity analysis {#sec012}
--------------------

We conducted deterministic sensitivity analyses to evaluate the effects of uncertainty in the survival benefits associated with each chemotherapy on LE gains. We analyzed the model over the reported ranges of uncertainty (elicited from the literature) for the OS hazard ratios for IP+IV, bevacizumab+IV, and HIPEC+IV chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref008], [@pone.0222828.ref010], [@pone.0222828.ref012]\]. The meta-analysis utilized to inform the hazard ratio for bevacizumab in the model \[[@pone.0222828.ref010]\] included use of ICON7 results \[[@pone.0222828.ref011]\], in which non-proportional hazards were reported. To more broadly evaluate effects of uncertainty of the meta-analysis estimate, we considered an additional scenario in which there was no effect of bevacizumab (HR = 1). Additionally, we analyzed effects of uncertainty in the number of years until patients were considered cured by varying this parameter from 8 to16 years \[[@pone.0222828.ref029]\]. Parameter estimates and sensitivity analysis ranges are shown in [Table 2](#pone.0222828.t002){ref-type="table"}.

Our estimate for IP+IV chemotherapy utilization among optimally and completely cytoreduced patients was obtained from a study among patients treated at NCCN centers \[[@pone.0222828.ref026]\], which may limit generalizability. To account for uncertainty in this estimate, we varied the proportion of patients in "current practice" receiving IP+IV chemotherapy after optimal or complete cytoreduction from 50--150% of the base-case value (0.21--0.62).

Recognizing that 100% adherence with the "optimized implementation" strategy was unlikely, we evaluated additional scenarios in which such implementation was imperfect. Specifically, we considered 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% implementation of "optimized" chemotherapy. We assumed that all patients not receiving "optimized" chemotherapy would receive standard IV chemotherapy.

Lastly, we re-ran analyses of "current practice" and "optimized implementation" assuming that the survival benefit of dose-dense chemotherapy was as observed in a Japanese RCT (hazard ratio = 0.79) \[[@pone.0222828.ref023]\]. In the "current practice" strategy, 15.2% of all PCS patients (irrespective of cytoreductive status) received dose-dense chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref014]\]. In the "optimized implementation" strategy, we assumed that after PCS, all suboptimally cytoreduced patients would be given dose-dense IV chemotherapy.

Results {#sec013}
=======

Primary analyses {#sec014}
----------------

We found that patients in the "current practice" strategy had a LE of 64.5 months and a median survival of 41.5 months. Patients in the "optimized implementation" strategy had a LE of 76.7 months and a median survival of 47.5 months, outperforming "current practice" by 12.2 and 6.0 months, respectively ([Fig 2](#pone.0222828.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Kaplan-Meyer survival curves comparing probabilities of survival between strategies.\
**a) comparison of "optimized implementation" vs. "current practice."** In "optimized implementation," all patients who were completely or optimally cytoreduced at primary cytoreductive surgery (PCS) received intraperitoneal (IP) + intravenous (IV) chemotherapy. All patients who were suboptimally cytoreduced at PCS received bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy. All patients who were completely or optimally cytoreduced at interval cytoreductive surgery (following neoadjuvant chemotherapy) received hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC)+IV chemotherapy. All other patients received standard IV chemotherapy. **b) comparison of** "**optimized IP+IV", "optimized HIPEC", "optimized bevacizumab", and "current practice."** In "optimized IP+IV" all patients who were completely or optimally cytoreduced at PCS received IP+IV chemotherapy. In "optimized HIPEC" all patients who received neoadjuvant chemotherapy + interval cytoreductive surgery and had complete or optimal cytoreduction received HIPEC+IV chemotherapy. In "optimized bevacizumab" all patients who were suboptimally cytoreduced at PCS received bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy. In each of these strategies, other than the specified assumption, chemotherapy was identical to the "current practice" strategy.](pone.0222828.g002){#pone.0222828.g002}

For patients in the "optimized IP+IV chemotherapy" strategy, the projected LE and median survival were 71.7 months and 44.5 months, respectively, outperforming "current practice" by 7.2 and 3.0 months, respectively.

For patients in the "optimized bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy" strategy, the projected LE and median survival were 65.0 months and 41.5 months, respectively, increasing LE by 0.5 months over "current practice"; median survival did not increase.

For patients in the "optimized HIPEC" strategy, the projected LE and median survival were 69.0 months and 43.5 months, respectively, outperforming "current practice" by 4.5 and 2.0 months, respectively.

Sensitivity analyses {#sec015}
--------------------

Results of sensitivity analyses pertaining to survival benefits (i.e., hazard ratio assumptions) are included in [Table 2](#pone.0222828.t002){ref-type="table"}. LE gains associated with the "optimized implementation" strategy were most sensitive to the survival benefit of IP chemotherapy. When we varied the hazard ratio from the lower to the upper bound of the reported 95% confidence interval, 0.59 to 0.97 \[[@pone.0222828.ref008]\], LE gains varied from 19.1 to 5.6 months. Importantly, when we varied the proportion of patients receiving IP+IV chemotherapy in "current practice" from 50--150% of the base-case estimate, we found that LE gains associated with "optimized implementation" varied from 9.7 to 14.6 months. LE gains were moderately sensitive to the survival benefit of HIPEC. When we varied the hazard ratio from the lower to the upper bound of the reported 95% confidence interval, 0.48 to 0.94 \[[@pone.0222828.ref012]\], LE gains varied from 16.8 to 8.2 months.

LE gains associated with the "optimized implementation" strategy were relatively insensitive to the survival benefit of bevacizumab. When we varied the hazard ratio from the lower to the upper bound of the reported 95% confidence interval, 0.74 to 0.96 \[[@pone.0222828.ref010]\], LE gains varied from 12.6 to 11.8 months ([Table 2](#pone.0222828.t002){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, when we assumed no survival benefit associated with bevacizumab + IV chemotherapy, the LE gain associated with "optimized implementation" was 11.7 months. LE gains were also relatively insensitive to year of assumed cure. When we varied this parameter from 8 to 16 years, LE gains varied from 14.6 to 10.6 months. Lastly, when we assumed that dose-dense chemotherapy afforded a survival benefit, our results did not change substantially; LE associated with "current practice" was estimated to be 66.1 months, and with "optimized implementation" was estimated to be 76.9 months (LE gain = 10.8 months vs.12.2 months in the primary analysis).

As the proportion of eligible patients who were subject to "optimized implementation" increased, LE gains increased ([Table 3](#pone.0222828.t003){ref-type="table"}). For example, at 60% implementation, the LE gain associated with "optimized" chemotherapy was 5.3 months, whereas at 90% implementation it was 10.4 months ([Table 3](#pone.0222828.t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0222828.t003

###### Life expectancy (LE) associated with imperfect "optimized implementation".

![](pone.0222828.t003){#pone.0222828.t003g}

                     LE, in months (difference from current practice)   Median survival, in months (difference from current practice)
  ------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
  Current Practice   64.5 (0)                                           41.5 (0)
  60% Optimized      69.8 (+5.3)                                        43.5 (+2)
  70% Optimized      71.5 (+7.0)                                        44.5 (+3)
  80% Optimized      73.2 (+8.7)                                        45.5 (+4)
  90% Optimized      74.9 (+10.4)                                       46.5 (+5)

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

RCTs studying IP+IV, bevacizumab, and HIPEC chemotherapy options have demonstrated a survival benefit--relative to standard IV chemotherapy--for specific subpopulations of women with advanced EOC \[[@pone.0222828.ref007]--[@pone.0222828.ref009], [@pone.0222828.ref012]\]. Even so, these regimens are not being used in all eligible patients \[[@pone.0222828.ref014], [@pone.0222828.ref026]\]. We estimated that optimized implementation of these chemotherapy regimens could improve population-level LE in women with stage IIIC ovarian cancer by up to 12.2 months. Among these regimens, we found that that increasing IP chemotherapy may provide the greatest LE benefit (7.2 months). This result is driven by the potential survival benefit associated with IP+IV chemotherapy and by the large proportion of eligible PCS patients (optimal or complete cytoreduction) who do not currently receive this treatment. In contrast, optimizing use of bevacizumab in suboptimally cytoreduced PCS patients affects a much smaller proportion of patients (\~11% of PCS patients) and confers a lesser survival benefit.

The gap between who is eligible and who receives IP chemotherapy is not well understood \[[@pone.0222828.ref013], [@pone.0222828.ref026]\]. In part, it exists because some patients cannot tolerate IP chemotherapy. A study performed at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center reported that from 2006--2013, 79% of eligible stage III ovarian, fallopian, or primary peritoneal cancer patients received IP chemotherapy, supporting the notion that its use could be increased among eligible patients \[[@pone.0222828.ref013]\]. However, this study also reported that addressing modifiable factors may have allowed this proportion to increase to 88% at maximum; the remaining 12% patients had unmodifiable factors \[[@pone.0222828.ref013]\]. This gap is also likely due to physicians' uncertainty about the underlying effectiveness of IP chemotherapy. The results of a recent RCT (GOG-252), in which IP+bevacizumab did not confer increased progression-free survival relative to IV+bevacizumab, raise questions about the true benefit of IP chemotherapy \[[@pone.0222828.ref030]\]. Because OS estimates remain unreported, we could not incorporate the results of this trial into our analysis \[[@pone.0222828.ref030]\]. Nevertheless, through an analysis focused on optimizing IP+IV chemotherapy implementation in isolation--and through sensitivity analysis--our study provides valuable insight into the potential contribution of IP+IV chemotherapy to LE gains over a wide range of assumptions about its effectiveness.

Our study has additional limitations that merit mention. First, the literature regarding the clinical benefit of dose-dense IV chemotherapy administration is conflicting \[[@pone.0222828.ref017], [@pone.0222828.ref018], [@pone.0222828.ref023], [@pone.0222828.ref028]\]. However, we found that practice differences in the administration of dose-dense IV chemotherapy administration were not the primary driver of our results. Second, approval for the use of bevacizumab after PCS occurred within the past 1--2 years; current utilization rates are therefore difficult to determine. Even so, the effects of bevacizumab utilization on our results were modest, due to the limited survival benefits and the small proportion of women eligible. Third, our model does not include maintenance treatment with poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors. A recently published RCT found that use of PARP inhibitors as first-line therapy significantly increased progression-free survival in late-stage ovarian cancer patients with a somatic or germline BRCA 1/2 mutation \[[@pone.0222828.ref019]\]. The trial, however, has not yet definitively shown an increase in OS \[[@pone.0222828.ref019]\], thus we did not incorporate treatment with PARP inhibitors into the model. Nevertheless, for the approximately 20--25% of ovarian cancer patients with a germline or somatic BRCA 1/2 mutation \[[@pone.0222828.ref031]\], PARP inhibitors show promise. Fourth, assumed survival benefits associated with each chemotherapy regimen come from RCTs with an inherent bias for healthier patients; such benefits are not likely to be generalizable to the entire population.

Lastly, due to the absence of robust data, we did not simulate the impact of the various chemotherapy options on patients' quality-of-life. While there is a difference in overall quality-of-life scores between IP+IV vs. standard IV chemotherapy during and in the few months after treatment (IP+IV scores are lower), after one year there is no reported difference \[[@pone.0222828.ref008]\]. Similarly, while there is a difference between overall quality-of-life scores at baseline and during HIPEC+IV treatment for peritoneal carcinomatosis (lower on-treatment scores), there is no reported difference after one year \[[@pone.0222828.ref032]\]. It should also be noted that our analyses are intended to explore population-level, and not patient-level, outcomes. Treatment decisions for individual patients should account for more granular factors such as age, comorbidities, treatment preferences, and surgical and center-level expertise.

Conclusion {#sec017}
==========

Despite these limitations, our results provide valuable context for clinicians and researchers in this field. We found that survival in a population of women diagnosed with stage IIIC EOC may be substantially improved when chemotherapy receipt is optimized, underscoring the importance of overcoming barriers to the use of optimal therapies. Equally, in an era of new and evolving treatment approaches for ovarian cancer, our study provides an example of how simulation models can be used to rapidly integrate new data on treatment effectiveness as it emerges, providing unique insight into the population-level impact of new therapies in the coming years.

Supporting information {#sec018}
======================

###### "Current practice" with baseline IP at 150%.

Model output for life expectancy under "current practice" strategy assuming baseline proportion of eligible patients recieving IP chemotherapy is 0.615.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" with baseline IP at 50%.

Model output for life expectancy under "current practice" strategy assuming baseline proportion of eligible patients recieving IP chemotherapy is 0.205.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" assuming cure at 16 years.

Model output for life expectancy under "current practice" strategy assuming that patients are cured after surviving 16 years from diagnosis.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" assuming cure at 8 years.

Model output for life expectancy under "current practice" strategy assuming that patients are cured after surviving 8 years from diagnosis.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice".

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" with a high hazard ratio on bevacizumab.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.96 on bevacizumab+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" with a high hazard ratio on HIPEC.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.94 on HIPEC+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" with a high hazard ratio on IP.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.97 on IP+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" with a low hazard ratio on bevacizumab.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.74 on bevacizumab+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" with a low hazard ratio on HIPEC.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.48 on HIPEC+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" with a low hazard ratio on IP.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.59 on IP+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" assuming no benefit from bevacizumab.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy assuming that bevacizumab has no additional survivial benefit (HR = 1.0) compared to standard IV chemotherapy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Current practice" assuming use and a survival benefit of dose dense chemotherapy.

Model output for life expectancy under the "current practice" strategy assuming that dose dense is used on 15.2% of all PCS patients and that it confers a survival benefit (HR = 0.79).

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" at 60%.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy assuming that only 60% of eligible patients receive the optimized therapy according to their cytoreductive status. Patients who do not receive the optimal therapy are assumed to receive standard IV chemotherapy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" at 70%.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy assuming that only 70% of eligible patients receive the optimal therapy according to their cytoreductive status. Patients who do not receive the optimal therapy are assumed to receive standard IV chemotherapy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" at 80%.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy assuming that only 80% of eligible patients receive the optimal therapy according to their cytoreductive status. Patients who do not receive the optimal therapy are assumed to receive standard IV chemotherapy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" at 90%.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementaion" strategy assuming that only 90% of eligible patients receive the optimal therapy according to their cytoreductive status. Patients who do not receive the optimal therapy are assumed to receive standard IV chemotherapy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" of bevacizumab.

Life expectancy output for strategy in which all primary cytoreductive sugery patients who are suboptimally cytoreduced receive bevacizumab+IV chemotherapy. All other patients receive chemotherapy according to "current practice".

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" assuming cure at 16 years.

Model output for life expectancy under "optimized implementation" strategy assuming that patients are cured after surviving 16 years from diagnosis.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" assuming cure at 8 years.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy assuming that patients are cured 8 years from diagnosis.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" with a high hazard ratio on bevacizumab.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.96 on bevacizumab+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" with a high hazard ratio on HIPEC.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.94 on HIPEC+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" with a high hazard ratio on IP.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.97 on IP+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" of HIPEC.

Life expectancy output assuming that 100% of complete or optimally cytoreduced patients who received neoadjuvant chemotherapy and interval cytoreductive surgery are given HIPEC+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation".

Life expectancy output under the "optimized implementation" strategy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" of IP+IV.

Life expectancy output assuming that 100% of all primary cytoreductive surgery patients who are complete or optimally cyroreduced receive IP+IV chemotherapy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" with a low hazard ratio on bevacizumab.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.74 on bevacizumab+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" a low hazard ratio on HIPEC.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.48 on HIPEC.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" a low hazard ratio on IP.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy with a hazard ratio of 0.59 on IP+IV.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" assuming no benefit from bevacizumab.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy assuming that bevacizumab has no additional survivial benefit (HR = 1.0) compared to standard IV chemotherapy.

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "Optimized implementation" assuming use and a survival benefit of dose dense chemotherapy.

Model output for life expectancy under the "optimized implementation" strategy assuming that dose dense is used on all primary cytoreductive surgery patients who were suboptimally cytoreduced and that it confers a survival benefit (HR = 0.79).

(TXT)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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